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Abstract. We report on the implementation of a software infrastructure
for preservation actions, carried out in the context of the European In-
tegrated Project Planets – the Planets Interoperability Framework (IF).
The design of the framework was driven by the requirements of logical
preservation in the domain of libraries and archives. The IF is a Java-
based software suite built on a number of open source components and
Java standards. Speciﬁc features of interest are a web service architec-
ture including speciﬁed preservation service interfaces for the integration
of new and existing preservation tools and a workﬂow engine for the
execution of service-based preservation plans.
1 Introduction
We describe a software infrastructure developed in the context of the EU Inte-
grated Project Planets known as the Planets Interoperability Framework (IF).
A more detailed overview of the Planets project can be found elsewhere [1].
2 State of the Art
Signiﬁcant eﬀort in the preservation community has been dedicated towards pro-
ducing OAIS-compliant archiving infrastructures, although OAIS itself is primar-
ily a conceptual model and does not provide guidelines for implementation [2].
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While Planets has concentrated on the speciﬁc OAIS component“Preservation
Planning”, the CASPAR project [3] places an emphasis on representation infor-
mation and a complete OAIS-compliant archive implementation.
One component of the overall CASPAR architecture that is comparable to the
Planets Interoperability Framework is the Preservation Data Store (PDS) [4].
The PDS approach delegates preservation-related functionality to the storage
component. As in Planets, the PDS architecture supports integration with ex-
isting archives. However, PDS lacks the ﬂexibility of the Planets IF plug-in
approach to preservation tools and workﬂows.
The closest parallels to the Planets approach are the Australian project PANIC
(Preservation services Architecture for Newmedia and Interactive Collections) [5]
and The United Kingdom’s National Archives Seamless Flow framework [6]. Both
are based on service-oriented architectures (SOA) in which preservation actions
are invoked through Web Services.
Fig. 1. Planets Interoperability Framework Architecture
3 The Planets Interoperability Framework
The Interoperability Framework provides an infrastructure to carry out digital
preservation actions in the form of ﬂexible, service-based workﬂows. Planets is
driven by the requirements of memory institutions, primarily national libraries
and archives. These institutions generally already have archiving systems in
place, and replacing such systems is neither feasible nor desirable. Therefore
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the IF was designed to run in parallel with existing archive systems; it is not
intended to replace these or to provide archiving functionality.
For this short description of a selection of IF components and their function-
ality, refer to the Business Layer of ﬁgure 1. The Data Registry provides storage
and persistence services to IF users, components and services. In particular the
storage API provides methods for storing complex Digital Objects and Preser-
vation Events. The Service Registry enables users and service providers to look
up and publish information about preservation services, and enables Planets
system administrators to manage information about these services. In order to
support service discovery, we provide extensible service categorization mecha-
nisms that allow the Service Registry to be queried using these categories. The
Planets IF Workﬂow Engine implements a component-oriented enactor that gov-
erns the orchestration of the preservation components, including functionalities
like session-management, communication, and preservation metadata handling.
Distributed preservation workﬂows are conducted from high-level components
that abstract the underlying protocol layers.
3.1 Implementation Details
The Interoperability Framework provides a Java-based infrastructure that lever-
ages a number of standards and open source tools. Referring to the Java Tech-
nologies indicated in ﬁgure 1, the core of the IF implementation is the Java
Platform, Enterprise Edition (Java EE 5) standard, which among other things
provides a framework for the eﬃcient implementation of Web Services and Web
applications. In particular we make use of Sun Microsystems’ Web Services In-
teroperability Technology (WSIT) suite and the underlying JAX-WS (Java API
for XML Web Services) standard. The IF provides a pre-conﬁgured JBoss1 appli-
cation server as its default deployment environment. We chose JBoss as a stable,
well-supported open source implementation of the Java EE 5 standard. Data per-
sistence is provided through the Java Persistence API (JPA), supported by the
underlying Apache Derby2 relational database management system (RDBMS).
Derby was chosen because its small footprint and pure Java implementation al-
low it to be easily packaged and installed with minimum user expertise. However,
as we use only the standard Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) API and no
RDBMS-speciﬁc features, it is possible to conﬁgure the IF for operation with
other open-source or commercial databases in a production environment.
3.2 Performance and Scalability
A crucial aspect of our preservation system is the establishment of a distributed,
reliable, and scalable computational tier. Advances in virtualization allow the de-
ployment of entire preservation environments, including operating systems and
applications, to distributed computational nodes. This allows one to instanti-
ate sets of transient system images on demand, which can be federated as a
1 http://www.jboss.org/
2 http://db.apache.org/derby/
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virtualized cluster. We have implemented a prototype Job Submission Service
(JSS) that can manage such infrastructures and execute Planets preservation
workﬂows on a virtual computing cluster or Cloud. Initial experiments with the
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) reported elsewhere [7] have demonstrated
the feasibility of this approach for the Planets service architecture.
4 Conclusions and Future Work
After the third project year, the Planets Interoperability Framework provides a
stable preservation infrastructure, which is available for download3 in a platform-
independent installation package. In the fourth and ﬁnal year of the project, we
will continue research on scalable services for preservation actions based on vir-
tual computational clusters. In addition, ﬁeld tests of the Planets Software Suite
will be carried out at partner institutions, demonstrating how the Interoper-
ability Framework and the associated Planets applications and services can act
as an added-value preservation action system for existing digital repositories at
national libraries and archives.
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